BEAUTIFYING STREET ASSETS FROM UNSIGHTLY STICKERS AND FLYERS

BELLA PAINT

PUT OUT THE WELCOME MAT AND SHOW HOW MUCH YOU CARE

• Show off your area pride with street assets free of unsightly stickers and flyers
• Let your street beautification effort speak volumes to locals and tourists alike
• Set the bar for cleanliness and inspire other community members to do the same

PERFECT FOR:
• Street signs
• Street poles
• Intersection lights
• Traffic signal boxes
• Utility boxes
• Underpass concrete walls
• Street planters
• And more

Nothing Sticks!
Unsightly flyers and stickers can’t stick to street assets

THE AWARD-WINNING
VERTICAL LITTER™ ABATEMENT PROGRAM
FOR STREETSCAPE BEAUTIFICATION

Contact us to learn how leading cities in North America are leveraging BELLA SOLUTIONS to beautify their streetscapes for locals and tourists alike.

sales@streetgraffitisolutions.com | www.streetgraffitisolutions.com
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SAFETY AND PERFORMANCE CERTIFIED

Environmentally Conscious: Products meet ROHS requirements:
• No lead mercury, cadmium, Hexavalent chromium, PBB PDBE in products.

Extreme Weather Performance
• Bella Paint performance temperatures. Fahrenheit: (-76 tp 176 degrees) Celsius: (-60 to 80 degrees)

Moisture Resistance
• Bella’s repellent properties are not affected by water, sleet, snow, dew, etc.

Paint Color
• 1500 colors available.

Warranty
• Bella Paint’s anti-stick repellent component has a two-year warranty.
• Bella Paint, itself, will last for years.

Contact us to learn how leading cities in North America are leveraging BELLA SOLUTIONS to beautify their streetscapes for locals and tourists alike.
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